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Unofficial translation

"Min Kiyal" Public Fund is working on

renew;:~!

and preservation of the Kyrgyz traditional

culture. Kyrgyz traditional cuisine has an equally important role as a handicraft, oral tradition,
traditions and customs. Flatbread culture (under names Jupka, kalama and others), is one of the
main types of traditional foodways. We actively use flatbread in everyday life and projects, whkh
were used by our ancestors. Because it is very nutritious, wholesome, rich with fibers, and despite
the fact that it is adapted to the nomadic way it has been using as one ofthe main meals
On behalf cf the Kyrgyz people, we support introducing of flatbread culture in Representative List

of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of UNESCO with Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan and Turkey.

The head of "Min Kiyal" Public Fund
Aidai Asangulova
Kyrgy~stan,

B!sh!cek

.14 of March

Unot]icial translation

Letter of Consent
Preparation of the Kyrgyz traditional flatbrcad is my f.wouritc cooking process.
Today. l teach my daughters tlatbread preparation skills to transmit the traditional
knowledge I inherited from my mother.
Among the elements of our national cuisine, flatbread plays a spcdai role in the
traditional education ofthc younger generation and strengthening of family
process of prcpamtion of llatbread helps our daughters better

unde~land

value~.

lhe

the valuable

role they play in building a family, as in the Kyrgyz tradition, a woman is a blessing of
f'amily, and bread cooking tradition has a vital importance. For this reason, flatbread is
prepared very often and enthusiastically.
Today, in order to preserve 1hc values and long lasting heritage left to us by our
ancestors. we keep transmitting these traditional skills and knowledge to our children.
The Kyrgyz have long been known for their hospitality demonstrated in their generosity
ami amicability, which are expressed in the tasty cooking tradition as well.
As a mother supporting the preservation of bread culture and the traditional
knowlt;dge in iL<i making, I have read the contents of the subject nomination file on
"Fiathread making and sharing culture: Lavash, Katynna, Jupka, Yutka'', and express

my consent to inscribe flatbread culture to the UNESCO Representative list of the
intangible cultural heritage of humanity from Azerbaijan. Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan
and Turkey.

GUizat lmankulova
[signed}
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U11of/icial translation

Letter of Consent
In our family, flatbread has always been one of the most favourite elements of
the national bread culture. As my child grew, I used to cook Jupka flatbrcad very often

with

th~

purpose of strengthening the health. Thanks to the easiness of its cooking,

tlatbrcad is among the most often prepared food.
For me personally, the cooking of flathread is a very pleasurable process that
brings blessed feeling of contentment. The folk saying, which states: "the BREAD is
there - so is there a song" has behind itself an idea that bread culture carries an
important source of nourishment, not only physical, but most importantly - spiritual
nourishment, for it is the core constituent of a human life.
For the aforementioned reasons, I express herewith my support for the inclusion

of the flatbrcad element of Kyrgyz national cuisine in the UNESCO Representative li st
of the intangible cultural heritage of humanity under the joint nomination "Flatbread
making and sharing culture: Lavash, Katyrrna, Jupka, Yufka" from Azerbaijan. Iran,

Kazakhstan,

Kyrgyz-~tan

and Turkey.

Atyrkiil Scyizova

{signed]
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Letter of Consent
I have learned the preparation of tlatbread from my grandmother. Since then, I
have always remembered the taste of grandmother's Jupka flatbread. and her pieces of
advice on the secrets of cooking this flatbread. Now that I am a mother myself, I
cnntinue the good family tradition of making flatbread, which serves well for its notable
nutritious properties despite simple composition and easy cooking method. as wei! as
!(lr

its well-digestive quality.
Purely natural, ecofriendly. easy to cook. and the many other positive qualities of

tlathread allows it constitute one of the main parts of the national food culture. For
centuries flatbread has been among the main elements of food of our ancestors.
Nowadays. too, f1atbread remains a traditional core clement of the national food culture.
On behalf of the Kyrgyz people, I would like to express my full support of the
nomination of the "Flatbread making and sharing culture: lavash. Katynna. Jupka,
Yutka" lo the lJ!\'FSCO Representative list of the intangible cultural heritage of
humanity from Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Turkey.

Baktygiil Zikiraliyeva

[signed]

